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AmeriCorps program
exceeds expectations
By Debra Fitzgerald

EMU AmeriCorps participant Michael Davis (holding can) with some of the more than 80 children
at Willow Run's Kaiser Elementary School who participate in after-school clubs through
AmeriCorps. Since it was launched in October, EMU's AmeriCorps has worked with more than
1,000 local at-risk children at 10 "Opportunity Centers" in Ypsilanti and Willow Run, either through
after-school clubs exploring such topics as foreign language and fitness, or through individual

Interdisciplinary
Programls Feb. 6

The Faculty Center for Instruc
tional Excellence and Task Force
on Interdisciplinary Studies are co
sponsoring a program titled
'·Result of the Survey on
lnterdisciplinarity: Implications
for Interdisciplinarity at EMU"
Monday, Feb. 6, from noon to I :30
p.m. in the McKenny Union Main
Lounge.
The program will discuss the
results of a faculty survey on
interdisciplinarity at EMU
conducted in Fall 1994.
For more information, contact
Survey Subcommittee Co-Chairs
Joseph Badics at 7-1179 or Jerry
Riccia.rdo at 7-1345.

Post-Industrial Art
Exhibit Showing In Ford

How do local ai1ists perceive
the natural environment of
Michigan? Come and see the Art
Center of Battle Creek's National
Traveling Show, Affected Environ
ments: Post-Industrial Visions by
Michigan Artists now through
Sunday, Feb. 15, in EMU's Ford
Gallery. The gallery will be open
Monday-Friday, from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m.
The Michigan artists have used
this show to identify the current
environmental issues focusing on
the problems of the industries
ruining nature. The artists feel that
this is not only significant to
Michigan, but the ideas arc
relevant to society on a more
universal level.
There will be an opening
reception for the exhibit on
Tuesday. Jan. 31, from 3-5 p.m. in
the Ford Gallery.
For more information, contact
Martha Gelardcn at 7-0465.

I

Astronomy Club Open
House To Be Feb. 4

EMU's Astronomy Club will
host an open house at the EMU
Observatory Saturday, Feb. 4, at
7:00 p.m. in Sherzer Hall.
Through the use of EMU' s I 0inch refractor telescope, Norbert
Vance, director of the EMU
Observatory and other members of
the Astronomy Club will give tours
of the crescent moon, Mars and
more.
The open house is free and open
to the public.
Sherzer Hall is located near
McKenny Union on the main
campus' west side. Public parking
is available in the McKenny Union
lot.
For more information, call 73033 or 7-4144.

Cheating And Morals
Workshop Is Feb. 8

Continuing Education will offer
a workshop titled Who Says It's
Cheating? Moral Callousness and
the Nature of Character Wednes
day, Feb. 8, from 7 to 9:30 p.m. in
the McKenny Union Alumni
Room.
The workshop, designed for
sports enthusiasts, coaches,
athletes, businessmen and women,
and anyone interested in develop
ing moral character and in moral
decision-making in everyday life,
will be presented by Drs. Jennifer
M. Beller and Sharon Kay Stoll.
They will present a practical hands
on way to learn what it takes to use
"good ethics" in a variety of
situations, circumstances and
settings.
Beller. EMU assistant professor
of physical education, holds a
doctorate in sport philosophy and
ethics and is the principal author of
the Hahm-Beller Values Choice

Inventory in the Sport Milieu, the
definitive moral reasoning instru
ment in use today for sports
populations. She has presented and
consulted in moral and character
education and moral development
in various law. business and
military schools and has co
authored more than 20 articles on
moral reasoning, development and
education of competitive popula
tions.
The cost of the workshop is $25.
For more information on this or �
any other EMU Lifespan Learning
prograri:, call 7-6815 or 7-0407.

Depot Town Center
Shows Begin Feb. 3

Come and spend Friday night
with the family! EMU's Depot
Town Center presents a series of
performances designed to entertain
audiences of all ages. The
performances will be held every
Friday night starting Friday, Feb. 3,
and ending Friday, April 7. All
performances will be held from 7-8
p.m. at the Depot Town Center, 32
East Cross St., Ypsilanti. These
programs of story, song, and
theatre will provide a wonderful
opportunity for you to share a
relaxing evening with your family
and friends.
Highlights for the month of
February include Ann Arbor's
Harpbeat, a musical performance
group, which will perform on
Friday, Feb. 3. The Harpbeat
features a combination of harp and
percussion with a variety of
languages and musical styles from
American folk to classical Mexican
"ranchcra."
Storyteller LaRon Williams will
explore the mysteries of African
and African-American life focusing
on birth, death. and creation.
Friday. Feb. 10. Williams will

EMU·s new AmcriCorps
program provided educational
assistance to more than 1.000 local
children during its first three
months of operation. far surpass
ing the program's preliminary
goals.
La!>t summer. EMU received a
$2 I 8.000 grant from the Corpora
tion for National an'd Community
Service. an agency created by
Congress in 1993 to operate
President Bill Clinton·s new
domestic Peace Corps program the AmcriCorps.
EMU used the funds to staff IO
"'Opportunity Centers" in Ypsilanti
and Willow Run with full- and
part-time AmcriCorps participants
and other volunteers to help at-risk
elementary children achieve
academic success. Centers were
established at Kaiser. Holmes,
Ford and Cheney elementary
schools and Edmonson middle
school in Willow Run and at

incorporate songs, drama, and art
with the audience.
Sandor Slomovitz, half of the
well-known duo Gemini, will
entertain the audience with stories
and songs of childhood experi
ences on Friday, Feb. 17.
There will be no performance
Friday, Feb. 24.
The cost is $IO per person or
$25 per family of 3-6.
For more information on any of
the Friends & Family Fridays,
contact EMU's Continuing
Education/Lifespan Learning at 70407 or 7-6815.

U. Pubs Copyright Use
Brochure Available

University Publications has a
brochure available regarding
copyright information for
classroom and general university
usage.
Many faculty and staff, when
creating coursepacks, are unaware
that strict copyright laws have
been established.
The brochure details the
guidelines and procedures for
duplicating and using copyrighted
materials.
For more information and/or
copies of the brochure, call U.
Pubs at 7-3600.

Alternative Spring
Break Seeks Volunteers

EMU's "alternative" spring
break program, Break Away, is
looking for students who are 21 or
over to volunteer during the week
of spring break, Monday, Feb. 20
through Friday. Feb. 26.
Sponsored by the VISION
project and the Office of Campus
Life. Break Away places EMU
students within volunteer pro
grams across the U.S.A.
For more information call 73045.

George and Chapelle elementary
schools, West Middle School.
Parkridge Housing - United Youth
On the Move Center. and the
Community Church of God in
Ypsilanti.
Programs established at the
centers have primarily been after
school "'clubs" where students
receive spcciali,ed tutoring in such
areas as math, science. leadership.
drama. fitness foreign languages
and computers. Students also
receive tutoring for their daily
classwork where needed.
EMU applied for the
AmeriCorps funds in conjunction
with the Learning Community and
YES coalitions already established
in the Ypsilanti/Willow Run area.
Through its new Center for
Volunteer Services. EMU hired and
trained eight full-time and 24 part
time AmeriCorps participants who
See AmeriCorps, page 2

As part of its Spectrum Lecture
Series, the Office of Campus Life is
sponsoring presentations by Joe
Clark, the controversial, bat
wielding high school principal
featured in the
hit movie Lean
On Me, tonight
(Tuesday, Jan.
3I). and Donna
Ferrato, award
winning Life
magazine
photojournslist
and founder of
the Domestic
Clark
Abuse Aware
ness Project, a
non-profit
foundation
Tuesday, Feb.
7.
Both
presentations
will be held at
7:30 p.m. in the
McKenny
Ferrato
Union Ballroom.
Clark's experiences as the
principal of Patterson, New
Jersey's, Eastside High provided
the basis for Lean On Me, which
showed Clark's transformation of
the school's violent, non-produc
tive. inner-city atmosphere into a
positive, reinforcing educational
institution where safety was top a
priority.
Clark. who was portrayed in the
film by Oscar nominee Morgan
See Clark, page 2

Emeritus Art Professor
McGee has DIA exhibit

EMU AmeriCorps participant Beth Weber, of Mentor, Ohio, works with a young girl at Willow
Run's Kaiser Elementary School. Kaiser alone has more than 80 children in the EMU program.

AmeriCorps, from page 1
operate as teams with other
volunteers at the l O Opportunity
Centers. The center is p_art of
EMU's Campus Life Office.
Glenna Frank Miller is director of
that office as well as program
administrator for AmeriCorps.
Preliminary goals were that the
number of children served in these
centers be expanded from the
previous 330 to 735. The EMU
program, however, has far
surpassed that goal. As of
December 1994. more than 1.000
children had received some kind of
services through 43 after-school
clubs established only since the
program was launched in October.
There are 867 children regularly
enrolled in clubs at the l O Opportu
nity Centers.
"These figures reflect the
dedication and hard work of our
AmeriCorps members." said Dr.
Dale Rice, EMU special education
professor and project director for

Clark, from page 1
Freeman. expelled 300 students
within his first week as principal
for fighting, vandalism, drug
possession. profanity or abusing
teachers. He kept drug dealers out
by keeping chains on the doors
during school hours and said, "If
there is no discipline. no learning
can take plat:e. Without discipline,
there is anarchy.''
Clark's goal was to teach
F�:· tside High students the
importance of education, school
spirit, and the ability to succeed.
After two years under Clark's
leadership, the formerly raucous
Eastside High was named a "Model
School" by New Jersey's governor.
His unorthodox methods had many
critics, however, and Clark
resigned as Eastside High principal
in 1990.
Many of Clark's beliefs,
strategies, and success stories with
teachers, school boards, parents,
businessmen, and students from
around the country were revealed
in Layi11g Dow11 the Law, his first
book. "Everyday, pride in self and
school must be reinforced.
Everyday, the value of academics
must be demonstrated," he wrote.
Clark. a former Army drill
instructor who worked throughout
high school to support his mother,
brother and sisters. currently acts
as a consultant. "Quality Educa
tion by Quality Managers" is the
motivation for his most recent
pursuit - the Diversified Educa
tional Management Consortium.
The consortium involves a
partnership of leaders from various
disciplines whose objective is to
identify problems in school
districts and offer alternative

AmeriCorps at EMU. "Many of
them worked without a clearly
delineated plan because of the start
up nature of the program, so they
are to be commended for their
diligence and dedication to serving
children."
That commitment to children
hasn • t gone unnoticed by local
school officials whose schools are
benefiting from the EMU
AmeriCorps program. Ray
Melberg. principal of Willow
Run's Kaiser Elementary School,
where more than 80 children
participate in AmeriCorps clubs.
said the program has brought many
changes to his school.
'This program is increasing
children's self-esteem and the
children here are being more polite
and respectful to each other:· he
said. "It's helping the children be
good conflict managers and they're
taking what they learn in the aftcr
school clubs and using it in the
classroom."
"This program has had tremen-

dous impact," added EMU's Rice.
"Just reaching over 1.000 children
is a tremendous accomplishment,
(but) this program also has reached
32 AmeriCorps members, Oppor
tunity Center personnel numbering
over 300, it has touched the EMU
community with information about
volunteerism and its value to the
community and individuals, and it
has awakened a renewed interest
and investment in helping others."
Melberg notes that parents have
become more involved in his
school through the AmeriCorps
program, as well. 'The parents say
things to me like, Tm so glad you
brought this program in,' and I
have to tell them it wasn't me, it
was President Bill Clinton and
EMU. Parent involvement at the
school - which isn't always at the
level I'd like it to be - is at an
all-time high and parent volunteers
arc running some of our clubs."
The teaching staff, too. are

solutions for their educational
programs. In conjunction with
this effort, Clark has begun writing
a second book dealing with
effective school management
issues. He also is considering
opening a series of private
academies geared toward alterna
tive educational and disciplinary
programs for inner-city youth.
In 1986, Clark was named one
of the nation's top 10 ''Principals
of Leadership." He received
national acclaim with a 'Time"
magazine cover story for his
achievements and,a "60 Minutes"
profile, and has appeared on ABC
News' "Nightline" and "Donahue."
Former President Ronald Reagan
named Clark "a model educator"
and offered him a White House
position during his presidency.
Clark holds a bachelor's degree
from William Patterson College
and a master's degree from Seton
Hall University.
Ferrato's speech is itled "Living
With the Enemy, A Visual Journey
Into Domestic Viclence."
A freelance photojournalist
since 1976, Ferrato's photography
has appeared in numerous
magazines, including the series
"Women at War in the Persian
Gulf' for Life and "The Horror of
a Red Cross Nurse in Somalia"
for People. Her recent Time
cover story on "Battered Women
Who Kill" has been widely
acclaimed.
Twelve years ago, while
working on a stqry about a couple
in love, Ferrato witnessed a man
hit his wife. That incident, she has
said, opened her eyes to the dark
side of family life. After l O years
of researching and photographing

abused people in their homes,
women's shelters and maximum
security prisons. Ferrato wrote the
book Living With the Enemy
(Aperture. 1991). Since then.
Ferrato has been called a "war
photographer" because of her up
close efforts to chronicle domestic
violence inside people's homes.
The demand for Living With
the Enemy photographs encouraged
Ferrato to establish a non-profit
foundation called the Domestic
Abuse Awareness Project. which
stages exhibitions of her work to
benefit battered women's shelters
around the country.
Ferrato's expertise on domestic
violence has kept her busy on the
lecture circuit and she recently
met with first lady Hillary Rodham
Clinton to discuss legal reforms.
Raised in Lorain, Ohio, Ferrato
graduated from Laurel School in
Cleveland. She has published
several books including Honey
moon Killers; Eyes of Time; A Day
In the Life of Australia, Hawaii,
Canada and America; Flesh and
Blood; and The Meaning of life.
Ferrato has received several
awards for her work including the
1985 W. Eugene Smith Grant for
Humanistic Photography, the
Robert F. Kennedy Humanistic
Award, the "Magazine Picture
Story of the Year" and '·Documen
tary Picture of the Year" awards
from the University of Missouri1988 Pictures of the Year Competi
tion and a 1992 Distinguished
Alumni Award from Laurel
School.
Both lectures are free and open
to the public.
For more information, contact
Shelley Wilson at 7-3045.

See AmeriCorps, page 3

EMU Professor Emeritus of Art
Charles McGee is celebrating his
70th birthday with a major exhibit
titled. Seeing Se1·emy, current!)'
running through Sunday. Feb. 26,
at the Detroit Institute of Arts.
5200 Woodward A,·e.. in Detroit.
McGee. who was educated at
the Center for Creative Studies in
Detroit and the School of Graphics
in Barcelona. �pam. wa, a member
of EMU's faculty from 1969 to
1987.
He's had one-man e,hibits in
Washington. D C.. D1.:troll and
Albion and is founder of the now
defunct Charles McGee School of
Arts in Detroit. He also was
director of Gallery 7. in Detroit's
Fisher Building. where he did
extensive work de,eloping the
artistic abilities of underprivileged
city children.
In 1978, McGee was awarded
the Michigan Foundation for the
Arts honor for being artist of the
year.
He is widely known for his
drawings of the African American
communily as well as being a prize
winner for his acrylic and oil
paintings. He once executed a
mural on a building as part of an
urban Detroit beautification
project.

McGee

McGee's DIA exhibit will
feature more than l 00 works from
his ongoing Noah's Ar/... series.
Admission lo the DIA is $4 for
adults, $1 for children and free for
members.
Gallery hours are Wednesday
through Friday 11 a.m. to 4 p.m..
weekends 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.; closed
Mondays. Tuesdays and some
holidays.
For more information about the
exhibit. call the DIA at (313) 8334249.

Los1TUAR'v-f----____.
Jocelyn P. Clark, Eastern
Michigan University area complex
director, died Wednesday, Jan. 25,
at the University of Michigan
Hospital in Ann Arbor following
complications from an unsuccess
fu I kidney trnn�plnnl she received
Nov. 29. She was 36.
Clark, a Detroit native and
Ypsilanti resident, had been an
EMU area complex (residence hall)
director since 1991. She was a
career development associate from
1986 to 1991 in EMU Career
Services, where she had been a
senior secretary from l 982 to 1986.
She also was an EMU guest
lecturer in l 989-90.
"Jocelyn struggled for a long
time with a debilitating illness, yet
she never complained and never
asked for any special treatment,"
said EMU Manager of Residence
Halls Brian Fitzgerald. "Everyone
who knew her admired her for her
strength, courage and her loving
commitment to her children. We
are all terribly sad and will miss
her tremendously, especially her
staff and the students who live in
her hall."
Clark held a I 986 bachelor's
degree from EMU and was
working on a master's degree at the
University.
She was a past president of the
EMU chapter of Phi Gamma Nu,
professional business fraternity,
and served as a coordinator of
Minority Student Services. She
also was a member of the Midwest
Cooperative Education Associa
tion; the Michigan Council on
Cooperative Education; the
Michigan College, University and
Placement Association; the Quality
of Work Life Council; and the
EMU Black Faculty and Staff
Association.
Clark is survived by her young
daughters, Chantelle and Amber,
and their father, Albert Clark, all
of Ypsilanti; her mother Doris
Payne-Gould and step-father
Samuel Gould of Detroit; her
father Phillip Richie of St. Louis,
Mo.; her sister Jo Lynn (Raymond)
Cabarris of Mount Pleasant; two
nieces, Amanda and Ashley

I Ii
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Clark

Cabarris of Mount Pleasant; an
adopted brother, Anthony (Essie)
Bailey of Detroit; a half-sister,
Cora Richie of St. Louis, Mo.; an
aunt, Yvonne (Cleveland) Johnson
of St. Louis, Mo.; two uncles,
James (Vera) Ward of St. Louis,
Mo., and Scotty Wheeling (and
family) of Seattle, Wash.; a step
father, Hobart D. Payne of Detroit;
two great aunts, Bertha and
Beatrice Ellis of McGehee, Ark.;
her mother-in-law Thelma
Dinwiddy of Detroit; and her dear
friends, Brenda Averett, Gail
Summerhill, AnneMarie Reed, Ann
Wiggins, Beverly Baker and
Horace Thomas, all of Ypsilanti;
and Cannella Jones of Kalamazoo.
A memorial service has been
planned for Wednesday, Feb. 1, at
5 p.m. at Messiah's Temple
Church, 200 Harriet in Ypsilanti.
A funeral service has been
scheduled for Thursday, Feb. 2, at
11:30 a.m. at Derrick Memorial
Baptist Church, 2048 E. 7 Mile
Road in Detroit, with Rev. Samuel
E. Thornton officiating.
Memorial contributions may be
made to a fund currently being
established to provide for the
education of Clark's two daughters.
Contributions should be made out
to Doris Payne-Gould and sent in
the care of Brian Fitzgerald,
Housing Office, Eastern Michigan
University, Ypsilanti, MI, 48197.
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Provost Collins looks at past, present
and future of COB successes
To the University
Community:
This special insert on the
College of Business is the
second in a series
highlighting each of the
colleges in the Division of
Academic Affairs. In
December, the College of
A rts and Sciences was
featured. The colleges are
being covered in alpha·
betical order.
Since I 991, the outstand·
ing Gary M. Owen
College of Business building has provided state·ofthe·
art facilities for the college, including computer lab and
modern, comfortable classrooms.
During the past several years, the college has struggled
with enrollment decreases which are part of a national
trend affecting colleges of business. However, enroll·
men/ hos stabifi-::,edfor the current.winter semeste,:
Despite these enrollment challenges, the COB has
excelled at ji111d·raisi11g for the college endowment. as
well as for speciali-::,ed facilities such as the GM
Executi1·e Classroom.
Within the structure of its AACSB·accredired (American
Assembly of Collegiate Schools (l Business) under·
gradume and graduate p,vgrams, the college has
focused on internationa!i-::,ing the curricula. In addition,
the COB has maintained a strong, applied, work·
oriented flavor in its courses, and is very acconzmodat·
ing to working adults with many evening course selec·
tions offered each semester. For example, through the
Weekend MBA Program, students are able to complete
the requirements for the MBA through taking courses on
evenings and weekends.
I hope that you enjoy reading about the many successes
that the College of Business has achieved. Best wishes
for 1995!
Cordially,

Ronald W Collins
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs.
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EMU's accredited COB is one of
nation's top 250 business schools
Business education at
EMU began in 1 9 1 1 when the
University (then Michigan
State Normal College)
introduced its first business·
related academic program for
"commercial" teachers
teachers of commerce. Two
students graduated from that
program in 1 9 1 3 , and by 1 9 15,
there were 32 graduates.
The program's required
courses included penmanship,
spelling, shorthand, bookkeep·
ing, accounting, auditing,
typing, commercial law and
office methods.
In 1 924, EMU offered its
first business·related
bachelor's degree and, in
1 939, an independent Depart·
ment of Commerce, with a
two·person faculty, was
established.
The department·s name
was changed to Business
Education in 1 948. and one
year later 14 students were
See History, page 4

Quick Facts About the COB
• The COB is the third largest business college in
Michigan.
• COB graduates have the highest average starting
salaries of any EMU graduates.
• The COB has had the University's most successful
fund·raising record over the past eight years.
• Management Professor Mary Vielhaber Hermon
recently was selected by EMU President WiUiam
Shelton to coordinate a new campus-wide initiative to
identify and suggest solutions for "barriers 10 learning"
at EMU.
• The COB has approximately 3,300 undergraduate
and 700 graduate students.
• The COB offers a weekend MBA program for the.
many businessmen and women whose travel and
time commitments make participation in the regular
evening program difficult or impossible.
• The COB provides free consulting and tax services to
area businesses and individuals.
• The COB has four departments, with 77 faculty
members.

Col lege successes incl ude Owen
building and AACSB accreditation
The COB has achieved numerous noteworthy accomplishments. The COB has:
• Constructed the four·story, 1 20,000 square foot, $33 million Gary M. Owen College of
Business building in downtown Ypsilanti
• Achieved reaccreditation from the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business
(AACSB) at both the undergraduate and graduate levels through the year 2000, a distinction
given to only 250 business schools of 1 ,200 in the nation.
• Raised record levels of private donations to the college, with more than $5 0,000 raised in
1 993-94.
• Improved the MBA curriculum to include five new concentrations; creating a joint MBA
program with the Export Academy of Germany; and implementing a weekend MBA program in
metropolitan Detroit.
• Created the unique, interdisciplinary International Business and Technology (IBAT)
program in a joint venture with the World College and the College of Technology.
• Had the June 1 990 North American International Business magazine rank the Master of Arts in
Language and International Trade between the College of Business and the World College
1 1 th in the nation.
• Named one of nine International Business magazine's list of "Who's Who
in International Co·op" programs.
,
• Was selected by Chrysler (out of all of the universities in the country) as one of its "fourteen
key universities."
• Received a $200,000 commitment to the New Century capital campaign by General Motors.
• More than 1 ,300 of its graduates employed by Ford Motor Co.
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Tubbs believes students shou ld be 'job one'

"My experience with the
Management Prograrn
has been very positive. I
have leanzed a great
deal and have success
fully applied many of the
skills to other aspects of
my life. "
Fue Kue
Management
Undergraduate

" The Owen Building
itself is appropriate for
business majors. It
provides a business
environment and is kept
very clean. Parking is
never a problem."
Bev McCasey
Accounting
Undergraduate

I

"It seems that employers
are looking for students
who are able to focus on
specific business
opportunities while
keeping an eye on the
overall environment. The
COB faculty does an
excellent job of blending
academics with 'real
world' business issues. "
Tom Arlow
Accounting Graduate

Dr. Stewart Tubbs, dean of
EMU's College of Business, is
committed to making students
his first order of business,
which is reflected in his
selection by the Academy of
Business Administration as a
recipient of one of its Out
standing Leadership Awards.
Tubbs says he has followed
a specific agenda of goals and
successes. ''When I started
here in 1 986, we began with a
one-year strategic planning
activity. What we tried to do
at that point was identify the
most important things to focus
on. We identified at that time
to get re-accredited by the
AACSB, and we achieved
that, which is the mark of
excellence for business
schools. To get that success
was a big one, because it
covers everything. The
second success was construct
ing the Owen building.
"Our third major success,"
he continued, "had to do with
increasing our private funding
resource base in the COB. We
now have raised something in
excess of $4 million, and
we've broken every record in
the 1 45-year history of the
university for any college. We
are blessed with a wealth of
riches in this college, with
regard to students, faculty,
administrators, facilities,
alumni and executive volun
teers."
Tubbs said the scope of
COB programs is greatly
enhanced by the diversity of
students in the college. "We

ha,e
students
from
several
different
countries
and about
half of our
students
are
women.
An Ann
Arbor
News
article
stated that
we had the
highest
percentage
of women
enrolled in our MBA program
of any of the major business
schools in America. We are
very much in favor of promot
ing women and minorities.
You will notice as you go
around to different depart
ments that we have many
different countries repre
sented, and people can talk
from first-hand experience
about what international
business is like because they
Ii ved there."
Tubbs believes EMU's
future success will be found in
enhancing and building upon
its past and present achieve
ments. "We tend to have a
nichefor students who like to
be practical, who Like to be
educated in such a way that
they can go to a job and make
an impact - make a contribu
tion. I think that theory is a
means to an end. The end

student work with individuals
result is
and businesses in the commu
what that
nity is mutually beneficial.
theory
"The most important contact
allows
we have with the community
businesses
is through our internships and
to do better.
co-op
experiences where
"And,
students
work in companies,
these are
because we think it's sort of a
things that
myth that the university is not
experts
in the real world. In the
disagree
business school-that's not
upon. I
the case.
happen to
'The only way we can be
think that
successful
is to be very much
you need to
in the real world. In addition
have some
to that. we have some
degree of
volunteer things that students
theory, but
do. As pa11 of class projects
that the
they often will do free
application
consulting to companies,
of the theory is where the
especially small businesses.
action is. I think that in
We
also have a free tax
business schools, that's what
we do. I think that we need to service we provide for people
who don't have much income.
refine that and focus on doing
A number of our classes have
that to the best of our ability."
student projects where they
Tubbs explained that
receive credit as part of their
developing "student action
course to work as a project
skills" is one of the ways the
team in an organization as
COB addresses practical
application of education. "One volunteers, because it is a
way of practicing what you
of the top priorities we
identified in 1 986 was to focus can learn in the classroom."
The result of these
on student communication
diversified methods of
skills, both oral and written,
education and experience can
technical competence in
be seen in the career opportu
computer literacy, and practi
nities that await COB
cal application outside the
campu� in the real world. This graduates. said Tubbs: "The
last survey I read stateg that a
also includes involvement in
college graduate would earn
writing across the curriculum
more than $500.000 addi
efforts."
tional income compared to a
The focus on practical
non-college graduate, which
application also includes
is
on the average. I think in
involvement in the local
community. Tubbs noted that
See Tubbs, page 4

Teamwork crucial in business, says Tubbs
B y Dr. Stewart L . Tubbs

The hero is dead. Long live the team.
As more and more major companies and business schools
embrace the concept of teams, it's tempting to regard this as
just another fad. which will go the way of management by
walking around, management by objectives or one-minute
managing.
l am convinced this is anything but a fad. In fact, I would
call the '90s the decade of teams. and I believe the 2 1 st
century will become the "Century of Teams,'' reflected not
only in business. but in all major aspects of society. We have
what is referred to as the Differentiation/Integration paradox.
I In other words. as organizations arc required to become more
differentiated or specialiLed. there is also the increased need
' for the disparate functions of the organization to be more
I closely integrated. Therefore. cross-functional teams are
becoming a basic organi.1ational necessity.
The transition to a more team-oiiented society will be a
particularly difficult one for the united States. According to a
I
1 993 study of cultures measuring the amount of individualism
present, the United States ranked as the least team-oriented of
the 2 1 nations surveyed. On a scale of 1 to 1 00, where the
higher score represented the higher amount of individualism,
America scored a 9 1 . while Japan scored 46 and Brazil.
Mexico, Hong Kong. Singapore, Taiwan and Venezuela all
I scored lower than Japan.
We will need to de-emphasize cherished cultural icons and
long-held beliefs in rugged individualism and che self-made
man in favor of a more collectivist spirit. Throughout our
history, we have valued the John Wayne hero who knew all the
answers, gave everyone directions. and was trusted, obeyed
and worshipped.
The era of the John Wayne hero as a model of leadership is
outdated. Now popular culture exhibits the new hero in the
person of Harrison Ford in movie:. such as "Patriot Games'' or
"Clear and Present Danger." The Ford hero, while still saving
the day and using his cunning and extraordinary gifts, is part
of a team and works well with his team members and superi
ors.
Today we also have the phenomenon of the new generation

X-ers ahd late baby boomers who are highly educated, rela
tively wealthy, with high expectations and a desire to be in on
the action. They expect to have their opinions solicited and to
be listened to seriously. They want to be part of the team.
With the changing nature ofleadership and the expectation
to participate in decision-ma.king, the growing role of learns is
inevitable. indeed, it appears that in order to be employable in
the near future, you may well have to have some experience
with teams on your resume.
The literature is full of multimillion dollar success stories
from companies which have successfully adopted the team
concept and are seeing real rewards. Hewlett-Packard. Dayton
Hudson, Eastman Kodak, Federnl Express. Westinghouse and
Colgate-Palmolive come to m nd. The trend towanl teamwork
has shown a radical upsurge. und is continuing to climb.
Surveys of employee involvement practices in Fortune I 000
companies indicate that about 20 percent of the companies were
using some degree of teamwork in 1 987. That number grew to
almost 40 percent by 1 990, and I anticipate it will be near 75
percent in 1 995.
The results of using teams arc clear in savings of both money
and effort. Work with Ford Motor Company developing Value
Engineering Teams resulted in over a quarter of a billion dollars
in savings in just a few years. Cross-functional teams of
suppliers, design engineers, and representatives from manufac
turing, purchasing, transportation, packaging and market
research meet to analyze individuaJ parts and brainstorm
possible improvements. Some teams have come up with as
many us 600 new ideas, and 200 is about the average.
At Chrysler, cross-functional teams with product and
manufacturjng systems engineers prevent mistakes such as
de!>igning a car that was about one inch too wide to pass
through the paint booths on the assembly line. This happened
before the era of teams, and the assembly line had to be torn
apart and widened to accommodate the new models.
At the same time teamwork has firmly established its role.
we are moving to self-directed teams, where the day-in, day�out
tasks are the subject of team discussioru.. As American
industry cuts out layer1, of management, the team is the work
group and its team leader functions as its supervisor. The

See Teams, pa�
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Major COB gifts continue to grow

Giving to the College of Business has grow1; drnm:irically ov'.:'r the past few yc:ars. The CbB
raised record levels of private donations of more tha11 '.'>500.000 in 1 993-94. Some of the more
exceptional gifts include:
$ 1 million Endowed Chair in Leadership,
Cooper Family Foundation
$500,000 E. Gregg Leichty
$250,000 Ford Fund
$225,000 McGregor Fund
$200,000 General Motors Corporation
$200,000 Hudson's
$ 1 87,500 World Heritage Foundation
$ 1 30,000 Chrysler Corporation

Research/scholarly
publ ications increase

The College of Business, like all of Eastern Michigan
University, has had a tremendous record of scholarly
publishing, including books, journals and periodicals. Some
of the college's recent publications include:

BOOKS
Fraya Wagner Andrews. Study Guide for Contemporary
Management , Houghton Mifflin Co., 1 989.
Robert P. Crowner. Developing a Strategic Business Plan
with Cases, Irwin, 1 990.
H. Robert Crowner. Professional Selling, Sixth edition,
Irwin, 1 99 1 .
Ramesh C. Garg. Financial Administration, Second edition,
Copley Publishing Co., 1 99 1 . (co-author)
Lorraine Hendrickson. Managing the Growing Firm,
Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs. (co-author)
Greg Huszczo, The Participative Process Manual, The
Labor-Management Council for Economic Renewal, 1 99 1 .
(co-author)
G. Russell Merz. Strategic Elernent Configurations and Firm
Growth Performances: A Taxonomy of Small Established
Firms in the Stale of Michigan. EMU Center for
Entrepreneurship.
Susan Moeller. Investing in Financially Distressed Firms,
Quorum Books, 1 990. (co-author)
A. Edward Spitz. Retailing Case Problems, Second edition,
Allyn and Bacon.
Stewart L. Tubbs. Human Co111municarion, Seventh edition,
McGraw-Hill, 1 994. (co-author)
Stewart L. Tubbs. A Systems Approach to Small Croup
Interaction, McGraw-Hill, 4th edition, 1 992.
Rao Tummala. Decision Theory, (co-author Milutin Cupic),
Naucua Yuyiga, Beograd.
Rao Tummala. Modern Decision Making: Methods and
Applications, Belgrade: Nauca Knjiga (Scientific Book .
Publishing Co.), 1 99 1 . (co-author)
David A. Victor. Conflicl Management: A Communication
Skills Approach, Prentice Hall.
John L. Waltman. Managerial Communication: A Strategic
Approach, Second edition, Ginn Press, 1 99 1 . (co-author)
Nesa L' Abbe Wu. Production Operations Management,
Allen and Bacon, 1 990. (co-author)

Teams, from page 2

person who formerly func
tioned as a supervisor or
general manager now acts as
an adviser to the team.
The transition will not be
an easy one. of course, and
one of biggest challenges will
be developing a team-based
compensation system. Yet this
is also a means to facilitate
change. If you make team
proficiencies a major compo
nent in the compensation
system and one of the key
responsibilities of employees,
things will start happening
quickly.
However it is done, it is
clear that in order to remain
competitive, modern organiza
tions must develop a new way
to structure work that involves
more team leadership. This
means a massive transforma-
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tion in the way an organiza
tion operates, including a
change in all internal systems,
operating procedures and
corporate structures. Further
more, any organization
attempting to increase team
leadership will find that this is
a never ending process. An
organization is never "there."
There also will be situa
tions when very fast decision
making is essential-- in
emergencies, in police work,
the military - and the John
Wayne model of a leader
reappears. But the days of
being rewarded, as one retired
plant manager described it, for
"30 years of being an attack
dog'' are over.
In the larger society, teams
are cropping up in education,
from faculty-parent groups i n

$ 1 30,000
$ 1 25,000
$ 1 20,000
$82,000
$75,000
$60,000
$50,000
$50,000
$50,000

Fernco. Inc.
JP Industries
Johnson Controls
Bonisteel Foundation
Name Withheld by request
Follmer Rudzewicz & Co.
Michigan National Bank
Detroit Edison Foundation
Robert & Gail Johnston

COB Alumni include several
successful individuals:
• . ']'i.mothy ,4f/ams - Director of New Generations
, Vehicles, (,:hrysler Corpoi;ati<:>n, former
president ofAutomobili. Lamborghini,
Bologna, {taly.
• Marcia Ri Allen - Partner in <:;popers &
J.,ybrand.

f . . . . :<

...

.. .

• l<Jhn Eva'ns .. President and CEO �Stµ Ev1:ms
Lincoln Mercury, the largest dealerS:nipin the
country. :.

• Steve Gordon - President of Signature
Associates.

"I believe that I am in an
excellent program, which
truly prepares the student
for the real-Life world of
rapidly growing informa
tion technology. The
faculty remain at the
cutting edge of
technology through hard
work and continued
study."
Paul Turnage
Finance and Computer
Information Systems
Graduate

• Phil lncarnati - President and CEO of
McLaren Regional Medical Center.
• Marilyn Ovdyke Bannon - Director, Em
ployee & 6rganizational Development, ASC
Inc.
• Joseph Sesi Jr. - vice-president of Sesi
Lincoln Mercury, an Ypsilanti dealership
that is among the top 20 in country.
• Greg Smith - Executive Director: of Strategic
Planning & External Affairs, Ford Motor Co.
Financial Services Group.
• Dennis Toffolo - President of Hudson's.

"The instructors are
always personable and
go above and beyond
their job description.
They always add their
own personal touch. "
Jodi Spears
Marketing Senior

"'The four-story, 120,000 squarefoor, $33 million Gary M. Owen
College of Business Building in downtown Ypsilanti.
public schools, to college
English classes where students
critique each other's writing,
to future accountants who
work in teams to tackle
financial problems. A study
from Harvard University
indicated that students
working in teams retained the
information better and were
more satisfied with classes
where teamwork was in
volved.
The very survival of
American businesses depends
on the ability of today's
leaders to effectively create
planned organizational change
through team leadership. In
any org.inization, change must
start at the top and filter down
to every employee. Without
top management support, no
program of team leadership

will succeed; and the changes
must be institutionalized.
This is also difficult, since
organizations have a·
tendency to revert to their
original state, and the new
approach to management,
which promised so much,
becomes just another failed
fad.
With institutionalized
teamwork, we have a tool
that fits the time, fulfills a
number of needs and keeps
us competitive in the
worldwide market. In fact,
my research in dozens of
companies over the past 25
years has shown that
teaching effective !eamwork
has created a return on
investment of over l ,000
percent in one year. Team
work is just good business!

"Since most of the
students are employed in
the business world, they
bring many different
perspectives to the
school, which makes for
a large diversity of
viewpoints. "
Bernie Tucker
Marketing Graduate

History, from page 1

inducted into the first EMU
chapter of Pi Omega Pi
business education fraternity.
In 1 949, the department name
changed again to Business
Education and Business
Administration, to include the
new bachelor of science
degree in business administra
tion.
By 1954, the department
staff totaled six, it once again
had a new name, Business
Studies, and retailing was
added to the curriculum.
The State Board of
Education started considering
establishment of an EMU
College of Business in 1 96 1 ,
after the department had
developed several majors and
Tubbs, from page 2
the business school it tends to
be higher because the salaries
tend to be higher, including
starting salaries and continu
ing salaries."
The COB also plays an
active role in the career
placement of the students.
"We are fortunate to have our
own satellite career services
center in the COB," Tubbs
said. "It's just another part of
what we believe to be the
important service we provide
students. Once they are
about to graduate, we help
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was moving beyond depart
mental status. By 1 963. still
at the departmental level but
now called the Department of
Business, master's degrees
were first offered in business
administration and business
education.
On April 6, 1 964, the EMU
Board of Regents formally
established the College of
Business and its first five
departments: accounting and
finance, general business,
management, marketing, and
business education. Dr. Earl
Roth was named the college's
first dean on July 1 , 1 964, and
college faculty that first year
numbered 1 8. There were 853
business majors enrolled. By
place them into a career. And
then the alumni come back
and serve on advisory boards,
serve as volunteers in our
fund-raising efforts and
become major donors. The
whole thing keeps on growing
and building on past suc
cesses.
"The most important thing
is our focus on the customer,"
Tubbs said. "Some people in
higher education don't like
thinking of the students as
customers. but in the COB we
do, because they pay tuition.

1 967, that enrollment had
more than doubled.
The American Assembly of
Collegiate Schools of Busi
ness gave its initial accredita
tion to EMU's college in 1973
and graduate programs were
accredited in 1 982. Fewer
than 20 percent of all business
schools in the nation hold
such accreditation, which
ranks EMU among the top
250 of the nation's 1 ,300
business schools.
Today, EMU's College of
Business is Michigan's third
largest, with an enrollment of
4,000 students and another
1 ,000 students taking minors
in the college.

and we provide a service for
that."
These factors have brought
about a new slogan for EMU's
COB. "We've worked on and
stressed the quality of our
teaching as the most important
thing that we do," Tubbs said.
"It has been suggested that we
take Ford's slogan, 'Quality is
Job I ,' and modify it slightly,
with credit to Ford, and say
'Students are Job I .' In the
College Of Business. students
are Job I ."

Chrysler Corp. P¥esident Robert Lut::. recently addressed a COB
class as one of m,merous CEOs who rersularly visit classes.

Department heads in the
College of Business
Accounting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Tom Cianciolo
Finance and Com p uter
Information Sy stems . . . . . . . . . Asrat Tessema
Management . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . Sahab Dayal
Marketing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Robert Dodge

COB facu lty ed ucate with· modern
business approach in the classroom
Accounting
Amelia BaldwinMorgan
Linda Burilovich
George Clark
Dan Devine
Wayne Ellis
Roger Gledhill
Sue Kattelus
John Keros
Zafar Khan
Morrey Kramer
Gerry Kruse
Gary Mccombs
Bob Okopny
Chandra Pathak
Sue Ravenscroft
Mo Sharifi
Andrew Snyir
Linda Woodland
Ken Young
Finance &
Computer Infor
mation Systems
lmtiaz Ahmad
Al Diallo
Juan Esteva
Badie Farah

Ramesh Garg
Ron Hutchins
Asad Khailany
Wafa Khorsheed
Bob Kiss
Mike Mitri
Susan Moeller
Steven Mrdalj
Mahmud Rahman
Pedro Sanchez
Charlie Saxon
Fathi Sokkar
Rao Tummala
Ray Warren
Nesa Wu

Denise Hoyer
Greg H uszczo
Jean McEnery
Stephanie Newell
Jack Nightingale
Floyd Patrick
David Victor
Fraya Wagner
John Waltman
Marketing

Darryl Barton
Al Belskus
Joe Braden
Sandra Defebaugh
Management
Beth Edwards
Judy Foster-Davis
Nick Blanchard
Sam Fullerton
Jean Bush-Bacelis Hugh McSurely
Rick Camp
Russ Merz
Pradeep Chowdhry Colin Neuhaus
Jim Conley
Steve Otteson
Bob Crowner
Tammy Pappas
Jagdish Danak
Roger Peterson
Debbie Ettington
Harash Sachdev
Lorraine
Matt Sauber
Hendrickson
Gary Victor
Mary Vielhaber
Wayne Weeks
Hermon
Joel Welber
Ray Hill

Upcoming Events in the
College of Business
I

Honors Banquet
Friday, April 7, 6 p.m .
Radisson on the Lake
Development Board
Dinner Meeting
Thursday, April 20, 5:30 p.m.
COB Dean's Conference Room

Alumni Awards Dinner
. Dance and Ceremony
Saturday, May 20,;s p.m.
. Radisson on the U:lke

This special insert on the College of
Business at Eastern Michigan
University was produced by the Public
lnformati.on Office with funding by the
Division ofAcademic Affairs.
A rticles vJritten by Sean Elliot Martin,
graduate assistant in the Public
Information Office.
Please direct any questions about this
publication to Kirk Carman at 7-4400.
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Cooper discusses his un·u sual route to business ownership

eliminates management/labor
barriers - things like a shared
As a young man. Darrell Cooper
lunchroom, where anyone makes
envisioned himself as a college
the coffee and popcorn, and a posh
football player and eventually, a
conference room for use by the
teacher.
factory employees as well as
And while he originally didn't
company brass and visitors.
plan on becoming head of a
Although not a graduate of
multimillion-dollar international
EMU, Cooper was impressed by
corporation that makes Oexible
the University because of its
connectors for pipes or distinguish
educational mission and its
ing himself as a philanthropic
similarity to his own alma mater,
leader and benefactor at Eastern
Arkansas State University.
Michigan University. this owner
"I was educated as a school
and board chairman of Fernco Inc.
teacher, so I've always respected
in Davison knew when to reach for
and admired the educational
the brass ring and when to say,
process, plus Eastern reminds me
"yes" to opportunities.
of the school I graduated from Cooper. 52. has been Fernco
Arkansas State," Cooper said. ''It
Inc. 's chairman of the board and
is of similar size and for a lot of
owner since 1979 and has been
students, it may be a second choice
president and owner of Fernco Ltd.
or an 'only chance' university due
in Sarnia, Ontario, Canada since
to their limited financial resources
1 986, when he also became board
or slightly lower grades, yet they
chairman for Gunnell Inc. He was
turn out to be just as good, if not
executive vice president of Fernco
better, for society than graduates of
Joint Sealer Co. from 1 970 to 1977
other (more prestigious) schools.
and served as that company's
And that is exactly how Arkansas
Darrell Cooper, chairman and owner of Fernco Inc. in Davison and chairman of the EMU Foundation State University is.
president in 1 977-78.
At EMU, Cooper served on the Board of Trustees, spoke at commencement last December. He recently presented a $1 million
"It is a growing and dynamic
College of Business Development
�hallenge gift to EMU's Campaign for Scholars. "Eastern was a place that I felt a man of my limited school, just like Eastern, and I got a
influence and wealth could make a difference," Cooper said.
Board. was chairman of the
pretty good education there. I sat
College of Business New Century
in small classes. My professors
there
and
running,
and
here
the
give him some advice regarding
Michigan to live closer to his
capital campaign and currently is
owner was offering me a living, a were doctors, almost never
what
was
wrong
with
his
plastics
family.
As
a
January
graduate,
general chair of the $ 1 2 million
teaching fellows, and along those
chance to buy the business in the
process. That really wasn't my
Campaign for Scholars. He also is however, he found no teaching job
lines, the two universities are very
future
and
some
stock
option
area
of
expertise,
but
I
didn't
let
a charter member, former treasurer immediately available, but he and
similar,"
he added.
plan."
that slow me down," Cooper said.
his wife were promised teaching
and current chairman of the EMU
Not
being
an EMU alumnus,
Already
knowing
sales
volume
When he visited the business,
contracts in Lake Orion by June,
Foundation Board of Trustees.
nor having any close friends or
was the corporation's main
Cooper
said
he
immediately
saw
so
Cooper
took
a
job
at
General
In December 1 994, he deliv
deficit, Cooper set out to improve relatives that had attended Eastern,
Motors, where he worked for three that the problem was the company
ered EMU's commencement
Cooper's $ 1 million gift to the
sales and with his skill and
lacked
the
product
volume
needed
address and was recognized for his years.
University
is truly exceptional admittedly, some luck the
to do the job the 'right' way.
It was that move, into industry,
accomplishments by the University
motivated
by
his commitment to
business
soon
grew;
"from
a
"He couldn't automate the
that changed Cooper's life. "It was
through an honorary doctor of
education and his perception of
quartermillion
to
half-million
in
process
without
considerable
a difficult decision (to stay at GM
business administration degree.
EMU as a student-centered
sales per year, then $1 mi Ilion to
capital expense. He didn't have
vs. accepting a teaching contract)
That same month, the University
institution.
$5
million,
$10
million
to
$20
enough
sales
volume.
But
I
did
because I was kind of looking
Development Office announced
'Tm to the point where I have
million. It was a fairly fast rise
give him a few ideas on how he
forward to being a teacher.
that Cooper had made a $ I million
become
successful in life and I
and
I
was
able
to
buy
the
busi
could improve on what he was
challenge gift to EMU's Campaign Although at that time, l was
think I'm living in the best of
ness,"
Cooper
said.
doing
and
cut
his
scrap
rate
and
educated as a history/civics teacher
for Scholars, representing the
places and the best of time,"
The rest is history.
then we parted ways," Cooper
largest private gift in EMU history. and Lake Orion said if you'll teach
Cooper
said. "I've come to realize
EMU
and
Cooper
first
became
said.
the fourth grade for a year, we' II
So how did this collegiate
that Arkansas State University, my
acquainted
through
College
of
Within
a
few
months,
however,
football player and education major promise to put in the high school or
high school and the educational
Business Dean Stewart Tubbs,
Zopfi came knocking on Cooper's
from Arkansas become a Southeast junior high the next year. It was a
system of this country aren't all
who
visited
Fernco
Inc.
as
a
door
again,
saying
he
was
ready
to
difficult decision, but then again, I
Michigan manufacturing mogul?
because
of the federal or state
consultant and later cited the
wasn't looking forward to teaching leave for his winter home in
Seems like it took a little bit of
government,
btit a lot of people
company's
TAG
(Task
Action
Florida, that leaving family
the fourth grade!," he said.
luck, some good old- fashioned
gave their money, their time and
Group)
teams
in
a
business
members
in
charge
of
his
company
Actually, Cooper said he always
know-how and the willingness to
their influence to make an educa
during his absence wasn't working textbook he wrote. While not a
had a strong mechanical inclina
take a calculated risk.
tional system that even allowed me
unionized
company,
Fernco
is
out well and would Cooper like
tion, so in many ways, the indus
Originally from Arkansas,
an opportunity. And I'd just like to
one
of
those
corporations
that
join
the
business.
trial fit was a natural. After three
Cooper came to Michigan as a 4put something back into that.
clearly treats its l 00 employees
Call it instinct, business savvy
years at GM, it was, as he said,
year-old when his farming parents
"Eastern was a place that I felt
well.
or
seemingly
foolish,
but
Cooper
"about the time when the movie,
moved to work within the auto
a
man
of my limited influence and
"Fernco is not a union
decided to join the $250,000-a-year
"The Graduate," was popular and
industry. He grew up in the
wealth
could make a difference.
company,
but
we're
not
anti
operation, leaving behind the
the vice was plastics" that he was
Pontiac area, graduating from
Almost any gift that anybody is
union,
and
we're
certainly
pro
security
and
salary
of
his
sales
job
hired by Allen Industries, a new
Waterford High School, but
willing to give to Eastern makes a
employee," Cooper said. "We
with Cosden, which, at the time,
start-up company that provided
returned to Arkansas when
difference," he said.
provide
many
of
the
benefits
and
was a division of one the largest
plastic parts for automobiles. "It
Arkansas State University offered
In addition, Cooper noted a
securities that unions provide
corporations
in
the
world.
was
a
ground-floor
opportunity
to
him a football tryout and an
recent
experience he had in helping
without
there
being
a
union.
We
While he'd like to say he
learn about the process and the
educational opportunity.
a student from Bermuda come to
have
seniority
rights.
We
have
a
foresaw
the
move
with
visions
of
"I thought I was a good football equipment, because it was ·an all
EMU, assisting the young man
compact that I sign with every
what his company would become,
new 'plant," he said.
player, but no one offered me a
through
the processes of getting
employee
that
agrees
to
arbitra
Cooper stayed there a year, then Cooper said he made the change
scholarship and I wasn't a very
registered, obtaining housing, etc.
tion and have things like after
because
he
wanted
to
be
his
own
tested
out
his
own
plastics-castings
good student, so I didn't have a
"I was impressed," Cooper said.
boss again. "I liked being my own being here tw-0 years with a good
business for a couple of years
broad choice of colleges," Cooper
"The system works. It went so
record,
you
don't
punch
the
time
boss
and
controlling
my
destiny
in
before joining Cosden Oil and
said. "Arkansas State would
smoothly and everybody was
clock anymore, but become a
my own way," he said. "And I
Chemical Co., selling plastic
accept me and my grade point at
friendly. He even likes the food!
salaried
employee."
knew I wanted to get back to that
products. Shortly thereafter, he
that time, and give me a chance to
So that felt good (and reinforced
Other proactive initiatives
someday,
without
giving
up
my
was
asked
for
advice
by
a
former
play football. The football didn't
include a scheduled bonus day off my belief) that whatever I had done
home and my family and all my
business associate, William Zopfi,
work out, but the education did."
and can do for the University
for perfect attendance each
security.
I
did
know
that
what
I
who was running into some
In addition to gaining his
seems to be going to the right
quarter, with a fifth day bonus
wasn't good at was starting
difficulty with his plastics manu
bachelor's degree there, Cooper
place,
and it goes to help the
for
perfect
attendance
in
a
year;
something from nothing, like I
facturing bu�iness.
also met his wife, Charlotte, in
students. They're the ones that
and a work environment that
tried
to
do
the
first
time.
I
needed
"He
called
me
and
asked
if
I'd
Arkansas and the two returned to
benefit from it."
a base, something that was already physically and systematically,

By Susan Bairley

AmeriCorps, from page 2
becoming more involved and
happily spend time after hours with
the AmeriCorps clubs, Melberg
added. "It's impacting on every
one," he said. "The students, the
teachers, the parents and the larger
community. We're all working
together now as a village to raise
these children."
EMU is collaborating on the
project, called "AmeriCorps:
Teams for School Success," with
Michigan State University 4-H, the
University of Michigan Space
Grant progra,m, Ypsilanti and

Willow Run Public Schools and
other community agencies already
involved in the Learning Commu
nity and YES Coalitions.
The 32 EMU AmeriCorps
participants are paid approximately
$5.50 per hour for their participa
tion and will receive stipends
toward college tuition or forgive
ness of some college loan debt
after completing two years in the
program. The participants also are
enrolled in classes at EMU in
addition to their AmeriCorps work.
Program Participant Rosana
Souza helped organize a "Leader
ship Club" at one school where

children were taught such concepts
as team work, self-esteem,
community awareness and respect.
"I just hope I touched at least one
student's heart and made a
difference in their life - from a
sad to a happy face," she said.
"(And I hope) that for one day,
this child may remember and
repeat this action to others."
EMU's Office of Campus Life,
which houses the AmeriCorps
program, also recently hired a full
time volunteer coordinator who
will assist ir AmeriCorps program
implementation. "We hope to
expand and intensify our training

for the AmeriCorps participants
and continue to have closer
interaction with community sites
and partners," Rice said. "Overall,
however, this program is progress
ing extremely well given its
complexity."
The national AmeriCorps
program is a $380 million federal
initiative signed into law by
President Clinton in September
1993. The Michigan Community
Service Commission was created
by Gov. John Engler in October
1 991 . Both agencies were created
to promote community service and

volunteerism as a way to address
serious social challenges at local
levels. Federal AmeriCorps funds
are distributed in Michigan through
the state Community Service
Commission. Michigan's First
Lady Michelle Engler is chair of the
Michigan Community Service
Commission.
For more information on the
EMU AmeriCorps program, contact
the Office of Campus tife at 73045.
For more information on other
AmeriCorps programs in Michigan,
call the MCSC at (517) 335-4295.
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United States - Canadian Relations

The William H. Donner Foundation supports projects that address 1dations
between the United States and Canada. with emphasis on differing approaches
the two nations bring to key issues. The foundation primarily supports
domestic projects, but makes grants to a limited number of joint United States
Canadian programs.
. The foundation focuses o n programs and activities that encourage a realistic
understanding of Canadian history. politics and society among Ameiicans.
including scholars, policy makers and the general public. Proposals should
address current issues and assess the effects the issues have on United States
Canadian relations.
1995 funding is estimated at $2.8 million. Grants range from $ 1 0.000 to
$ 100.000.
Deadline for submission of proposals is March I . July I , and October 1 5.
1995. Contact your college' s ORD representative at 7-3090. for more
information.

U.S. - Mexico Cultural Exchange

U.S.-Mexico Fund for Culture aims to enrich the cultural exchange between
the United States and Mexico by encouraging creative dialogue between their
artistic and intellectual communities. The fund's grants support mutual
collaboration between specialists of both countries in performing arts.
including dance, theater. music. museums. visual arts. libraries, media ans,
cultural arts, cultural studies and literary and cultural publications.
The fund does not disclose total funds available. Most grants range
- from
$2.000 10 $25,000.
Deadline for submission of proposals is March 3 1 , 1995. Contact your
college's ORD representative at 7-3090 for more information.

fREX Short-Term Travel Grant Program

!REX offers travel grants for brief visits ( 1 -2 weeks, total tra,·el restricted
to 30 days) which do not require administrati,e assistance or logistical support
(such as placement or access to archives. housing. , isas. travel. etc.).
Projects eligible for travel support are in the humanities or social sciences
focused on Central and Eastern Europe or Eurasia. including Mongolia.
Grants will normally not exceed $3,000. and may include: transoceanic
APEX airfare up to $ 1 450: per diem for up to 14 days. S 1 0 0/day: conference
registration fee up to $ I 00: visa application cosh up to $50: temporary health
insurance for invited foreign colleague to the U.S. up to $65: miscellaneous
expenses up to 5 1 00.
Deadline for submission of proposal- is February I and June I . I 995.
Contact your college's ORD representative at 7-3090 for more information.

lOPENINGs
�-------To be considered for vacam positions. all Promotional Opening, Application Forms
f
MUST BE SUBMITTED direct!} 10 the Employmcnt!Affirma1ive Ac1ion Of ice and
receive.! no later than 5 p.m. on the expiration date. NOTE: LATE OR INCOM
PLETE FORMS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED.

The Employmen1/Affirmaiive Action Office announces the following vacancies. The
expiration date for applying for these positions is Monday, Feb. 6, 1995. Detailed
job descriptions may be reviewed in Room 3 10 King Hall. Posting boards across
campus also highlight necessary and desired qualifica1ions. Locations of these boards
are main 1raffic area, m: King Hall. McKcnny Union. Roosevelt Hall. Business and
Finance Building. Sill Hall. Pray-Harrold, Rec/IM Building. Physical Plant, Mark
Jefferson, Hoyt Meeting Cente;. Dining Commons I. University Library. Pierce and the
Owen Building.
Vacancy information also may be obtained by calling our 2-1-hour Jobs Linc al -1870016. Compensation/Employment Service office hours are Monday - Frida) 8 a.m. to
5 p.m.
EXTERNAL APPLICANTS MAY SUBMIT AN INITIAL APPLICATION TO
OUR CS AND/OR FM POOL. ONLY INTERNAL APPLICANTS MAY BID ON
A SPECIFIC POSITION.
FOOD SERVICE/MAINTENANCE
(Minimum Hourly Rate)
FMBF9525 - FM-22 - S I 1.87 Appliance and Rcfrigcra1ion Speciali-,l
Physical Plam
FMBF9526 FM-06 - S6.79 - Custodian. Physical Plant. Paint Research
5 a.m. - I :30 p.m.
FMBF9527

FM-06 $6.79 - Custodian. Physical Plam. Rec/lM. 5 a.m. - I :30 p.m.

PROFESSIONALffECHNICAL
(Minimum Bi-Weekly Salary)
PTAA9509 PT-OS S760.,6
Regular part time -10�( .

Animal CarP Technician. Psychology.

PTSi\9512 PT-05 5760.36 Supervisor. Dtning Sen ice,.
Tuesday-Saturday -I p.m. - I a.m
'The pay rates stated ahove reflect the probationary minimum ra1c fur a newly hired
�. ML employee. The pay rate or salary ror current employees will be cstahlish.:d
according lo 1hc respective cmplo)CC group union contract. and/or Univcrsit� Salary
adm11m1ra1ion policy guidelines
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MEETING - The Faculty Affairs Commiuec of the EMU Board of Regents will meet. 20 I Welch Hall. 8
a.m.

MEETING - The S1udent Affair; Committee of the EMU Board or Regents will meet. 205 Welch Hall. 8
a.m.
MEETING - The Educational Policies Committee of the EMU Board of Regents will meet. 205 Welch
Hall, 9:30 a.m.
MEETING - The Finance Committee of the EMU Board of Regents will meet. 201 Welch Hall. 1 1 a.m.
MEETING -The EMU Board of Regents will meet. 20 I Welch Hall, I :30 p.m.
LECTURE -The Division of Continuing Education will present "The New Europe - After the Berlin Wall"
featuring Robert Citino as part of its Food for Thought Lecture/Discussion series. Call 7-0407 for more
information. EMU Depot Town Center. 32 East Cross St., Ypsilanti, 6:30 p.m.
LECTURE - The Office of Campus Life will present "From Disgrace to Amazing Grace," featuring Joe
Clark, former principal of New Jersey's Eastside High, portrayed in the hit movie "Lean on Me" as part of
its Spectrum Lecture Series. Call 7-3045 for more information. Ballroom, McKenny Union, 7:30 p.m.
ORIENTATION ROUND-UP - A meeting will be held for all students interested in being Group Leaders
for Orientation '95 in August. Call 7-3045 for more information. Tenth Floor Lounge, Hoyt Conference
Center, 9 p.m.
Wednesday 1
ART EXHIBIT -The Art Department will present "Affected Environments: Pos1-lndustrial Visions by
Michigan Artists," a national traveling show from 1hc An Cen1er of Battle Creek, today through Feb. 15.
Call 487-0465 for additional information. Ford Gallery, Ford Hall, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m .. M - F
ART EXHIBIT - "War Through Children's Eyes," an exhibi1 of art by children of Bosnia and Croa1ia who
have all witnessed active war fighting, will continue through Feb. 4. lntermedia Gallery, McKenny Union.
1 0 a.m. - 9 p.m., M - F.

An Aflirmathe \ction/Ec1ual Opportunity EmplO)Cr

LECTURE Author and poet Anmi Baraka will speak as pan of EMU's Black Hisiory Month activities.
Sponsored by the Black Student Union. Call 7-30-15 for more information. Ballroom. McKenny Union. 7
p.m.

THEATER - The Communication and Thea1re Ans Department will present "'My Sister tn This House."
All tickets are $5. Call the EMU Arts and Entemunment Box Office at 7- 1 22 1 for more 1nformatton.
Sponbcrg Theatre, 8 p.m.
MOVIE - Showcase EMU will present "FotTest Gump." Admission is $ 1 . For more information. call
Student Government at 7-1470. Roosevelt Audi1orium, 10 p.m.
Friday 3
l
WORKSHOP- The Benefits Of ice will hold an orientation workshop for new EMU employees. Call 73 195 for more informal ion. 205 Welch Hall, 8:30 a.m.
MUSIC- A presentation of pan music will be held as part of EMU's Black History Month ac1ivi1ie;. Call
7-2377 for more information. Multicultural Lounge, Goodison Hall. noon
PROGRAM - The Division of Continuing Education will present "Friends and Family Fridays."
The program will feature Harpbeat, a harp/percussion/vocal duo. Call 487-0407 for more information.
EMU Depot Town Continuing Education Center. 32 East Cro St.. 7 p.m.
THEATER - The Communica1ion and Theatre Arts Department will present "My Sisler in This House:·
Tickets are $9 for the general public, $7 for s1udents and $6 for Mainstagc members. Call the EMU Arts
and Entertainment Box Office at 7-1221 for more informalion. Sponberg Theatre, 8 p.m.
ENTERTAINMENT -The EMU Underground Nightclub will feature comedian Ali LeRoi and DJ Carl
the Invisible Man. Call 7-3045 for more information. Eastern Emeries, 9 p.m.
Saturday 4
TRACK - The women's ieam will compete at the Noire Dame Open. South Bend, Ind., 10 a.m.
BASKETBALL - The men's team will play at the University of Akron. Akron, Ohio, 4 p.m.

WORKSHOP - Career Services will present a career planning workshop using the Discover computer
program. Call 7-0400 lo register. 405 Goodison Hall, 1 0 a.m.

OBSERVATORY OPEN HOUSE - The Physics and Astronomy Depanment will sponsor an open house
at the Sherzer Observatory. Call 7-4144 for more information. Sherzer Hall, 7 p.m.

SUPPORT GROUP -The Older and Wiser suppon group will meet today and every Wednesday of the
month. Call 7- 1 1 18 for more information. Gallery II, McKenny Union, noon

WRESTLING - The EMU team will hosl Ohio University. Call 7-03 1 7 for more information. Bowen
Field House, 7:30 p.m.

MEETING - The Executive Board of UAW Local 1975 will meet. Faculty Room, McKenny Union, noon

THEATER - The Communication and Theatre Arts Department will present "My Sister in This House."
Tickets are $9 for the general public, $7 for students and $6 for Mainstage members. Call the EMU Arts
and Entertainment Box Office at 7-1221 for more informa1ion. Sponberg Theatre, 8 p.m.

TELECONFERENCE - Black Issues in Higher Education will present Beyond the Dream VJ/:
The Vanishing Black Male, sponsored by the Office of Campus Life and the Multicultural Center as pan of
EMU's observance of Black.History Month. Call 7-3045 for more informa1ion. Guild Hall, McKenny
Union, I p.m.
MEETING - The Faculty Council will meet. Tower Room, McKenny Union. 3 p.m.
LECTURE- The Division of Continuing Education will present a lecture/slide presentation titled
"Poisonous Plants in Your Life." Call 7-0407 to register or for more information. EMU Depot Town
Continuing Education Center, 32 Ea\t Cross St., 7 p.m.

MOVIE - Showcase EMU will present "Forrest Gump." Admission is $ 1 . For more information, call 71470. Roosevelt Auditorium, 10 p.m.
Sunday 5
GYMNASTICS - The EMU team will compete in the Michigan Classic. Kalama,oo, 2 p.m.

BASKETBALL - The women'; team will play at Ohio Univen.ity. Athen�. Ohio, 7 p.m.

Monday 6
ART EXHIBIT - An exhibit titled Living With the Enemy: A Visual Joumey into Domestic Violence by
award-winning photojournalist Donna Ferrato will be on display today through Feb. 9. lntermedia
Gallery, McKenny Union, 10 a.m. - 9 p.m., M - F

BASKETBALL - The men's team will host Ohio University. Call 7-2282 for 1icket information. Bowen
Field House, 7:30 p.m.

WORKS HOP- Career Service, will present an introduction 10 career planning workshop. Call 487-0400
to rcgts1cr. -105 Goodison Hall. 2 p.m.

Thursday 2
WORKSHOP - The Center for Instructional Computing will present a work,hop on I' ,c's,·t \;c'"· Call 71347 for more information orto register. 3 1 1 Library. 10 a.111.

;;: , )'ORT l ROLJP The Survivors or Sexual Assault support group will meet today and every Monday
,,1 tlK' nwnth. Call 7-1 1 1 ll for more informa1ion. Snow Health Center, 3:30 p.m.

SUPPORT GROUP - A Self Esteem suppon group will meet. Call -187 1 1 1 ,, for more information. Sno"
Health Cen1er, 3:30 p.m.
MUSIC - The Eddie Russ Trio will perform as part or EMU's Black History Month activities. Call 7-2377
for more information. Dining Room. McKcnny Union. -I p.m.

·CL'LTLRAL S.\1'1PLER' The Dl\ is1on ofContmuing Education will present a cultural sampler.
featuring music. beverages and 1a,te treai, or Ireland. Call 7-0407 for more information. EMU Depot
Town Continuing Education Center. 32 East Cross St.. 7 p.m.
.
DISCUSSION - A discussion on understanding 1he black male will be held as part of EMU , observance
of Black Hi,tory Month. Call 7-2377 for more information. Walton Pu1nam Lounge. 7 p.m.

